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Abstract
Forecasting and technical information regarding farming can be 
provided by the experts of farming community to the farmers 
by using new development in Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT). Agriculture kiosk can be one of the route 
through which farmers in the rural areas are getting various 
agriculture information on the fly using IT based application 
installed in the Kiosk. There are certain disadvantages of kiosk 
like: a) It is not user friendly. b) Setup cost of kiosk is very high.  
c) Problem of internet network connection. d) Security cost for 
protecting kiosk. Here, in this research paper we have discuss to 
design IT based application which provide an information to the 
farmers overcoming the above problems by developing android 
application. Android operating system is an open source; using it 
we can design and develop a software having functionality similar 
to agriculture kiosk. After developing android application we can 
deploy it in an android market, so that everyone can download 
it freely. Research paper depicts to design and develop such a 
technique which will focus on mobile farming technology.
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I. Introduction
In India more than 65% peoples live in villages, out of them, most 
of the peoples are farmers and mainly rely on Agriculture. Today’s 
Information & Communication technology play an important 
role in bringing about sustainable agricultural development and 
provide valuable information. Agriculture Kiosk is one of route 
through which farmer get various agriculture information on the 
fly. An Agriculture Kiosk is a computer screen with combination of 
special hardware and software designed to allow farmers to access 
agriculture information’s. Kiosks are one symptom of various 
attempts to apply information and communication technology for 
socio-economic development. Agriculture Kiosk helps farmers to 
strengthen their economic standard of living by providing them 
valuable information about crops, tools, forecasting, etc. In spite 
of being provide valuable information, Kiosk suffer from various 
disadvantages which are identify in this paper and a technique 
is design to solve out that disadvantages by designing a System 
Application in Android.

A. Android
Android is a software stack for mobile devices that includes an 
operating system, middleware and key applications. The Android 
SDK provides the tools and APIs necessary to begin developing 
applications on the Android platform using the Java programming 
language.
Now in this research paper we will combine the working feature of 
Agriculture kiosk with Android operating System and design and 
develop such a technique that will eliminate the various limitations 
of kiosk like (a) It is not user friendly. (b) Setup cost of kiosk is very 
high.  (c) Problem of internet network connection. (d) Security cost 
for protecting kiosk and others. This concept of mobile farming 
technology help farmers to received various valuable information 

of Agriculture just operating their mobile keypad. This application 
once install in farmers mobile, they access information from any 
place and at any time. If farmers have any query they will directly 
communicate with experts and take the advantage of real time 
information. This application is very cost effective because it will 
eliminate the setup cost and security cost of kiosk. Farmers can 
download it from android market freely (or paid minimal cost for 
that application, if applicable).

II. Objectives

A. Primary Objective
The primary objective to design and develop such a technique 
which will focus on mobile farming technology and solve the 
various limitations of Agriculture Kiosk.

B. Secondary Objective
To develop a mobile based system model that will provide the 1. 
agriculture information from anywhere and anytime. Thus to 
save the time of going to the kiosk to fetch information.
Some Agriculture Kiosk charges farmers base on the number 2. 
of transactions they make. But this mobile based system 
model provides a service to farmers for no charge.
The setup cost of Agriculture Kiosk for each village is 3. 
eliminating by implementing this model.
As a system model is operated through mobile. Each and 4. 
every farmer can access the information at a same time, thus 
eliminating the waste of time for standing in a queue for 
accessing information through kiosk (one farmer’s access 
at a time).
This system is very user friendly as compare to kiosk system. 5. 
Some information is provided in voice form and local language, 
so it is easily understand by even a illiterate farmers.
Real Time communication is made by the farmers with 6. 
Agriculture Experts, thus the farmer get their exact solution 
of the problems with in some time only, that is not possible 
with Existing kiosk.

III. Problem Statement
After the doing the intensive literature review various problems 
of existing Agriculture kiosk are identified.

Kiosk is not portable, so to access information farmers has to 1. 
travel from his place to the location of kiosk. Moreover, one 
person can access kiosk at a time, so rest of the persons has 
to wait in the queue until his turn come. Thus the valuable 
time of farmers is waste in travelling and waiting for their 
turn to access kiosk.
Kiosk is very costly. Different types of cost are required to 2. 
setup a single kiosk in a village. For example: - setup cost 
of kiosk, security cost for protecting kiosk, electricity cost, 
maintenance cost and others cost.
Though kiosk provides information in a local language, but 3. 
still it is not so user friendly that an illiterate farmer can easily 
operate the kiosk.
Today also in many village people believed in casteism. So 4. 
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due to this casteism lower caste people have no rights to access 
kiosk. Thus they are unaware of agriculture information 
provided by the kiosk.
Some Agriculture Kiosk charges farmers for using services 5. 
each time. Thus it is not affordable for poor farmers to pay 
services charges.
In most of the village Electricity is not stable. Kiosk required 6. 
constant power supply, so it is not guaranteed that service of 
kiosk available to farmer 24 * 7.

Direct Real Time Communication of farmers to the Agriculture 
Experts is not possible with used of Agriculture Kiosk. Kiosk 
stored the pre-recorded video and communication done through 
e-mail only. Thus an instance solution of farmer problem at a time 
is not possible through the use of kiosk.

IV. Methodology
Now to solve the problems listed in above Problem Statement, 
Here we will design a Proposed System that will perform Kiosks 
Operation using Android Smart Phone. Using this Proposed 
System, just by operating the android phone farmers will receive 
all the information provided by the kiosks. Now each farmer 
has his own android phone, so neither he has to travel to the 
kiosks nor he has to wait in a queue for his chance to used kiosks. 
Thus it will save the farmer time. As the information provided 
in local language in voice form, so each illiterate farmers easily 
understand the information provided by system. Huge setup cost 
and security cost of kiosks is directly eliminated, farmer has to bear 
only android phone cost. As this System is freely available in an 
Android Market, farmer is free from transaction cost that is charge 
by some Agricultural Kiosks. Lastly if farmer have some queries 
that not solve by the System then System also provide facility to 
communicate directly with the Agriculture Experts which are not 
possible using Agricultural Kiosks..

A. Design Architecture of Proposed System

Fig. 1: Selection of Main Category

Above figure show the design architecture of proposed system. 
System will provided information of Indian Whether Forecasting, 
Agricultural crops, Crops diseases and Real time Communication 
with experts.
System begins with selection of 4 categories. If a Farmer wants to 
know Whether Forecasting information then he has to press 1. If a 

farmer is interested in Agricultural crops information then he has 
to press 2. If farmers press 3 then he will get various crops diseases 
information and at last if farmer want to talk with Agricultural 
Experts for instant problem solution he has to press 4.

Fig. 2: Selection of Crop Category

Now we assume that farmers want Crops information and he 
has press 2. Then another subcategories selection he has to done 
like if he wants monsoon crops information then he has to press 
1, for summer crops information press 2 and for winter crops 
information press3.

Fig. 3: Selection of Monsoon Crop Soil and Water Information 
Subcategory

Again now we assume that farmer want Monsoon crops information 
and have press 1. Then again subcategories he has to selection 
examples press 1 for soil information of monsoon crops, press 2 
for water information of monsoon crops and so on. Similarly whole 
process is repeated for Whether Forecasting, Agricultural crops, 
Crops diseases and Real time Communication with experts.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, it is conclude that this proposed system provides 
user friendly environment to the illiterate farmer of India as 
System provide information in local language and in voice form. 
He received all Whether Forecasting, Agricultural crops, Crops 
diseases information just operation Android Phone Keypad. 
Farmers can access information 24X7 from anywhere, thus 
travelling time and waiting time in queue to access kiosk will be 
save. System is very cost effective as it is freely available, so the 
setup cost of kiosks in each village is totally eliminated. 
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